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Note that xj (t) = N
k=1 xjk (t). The task should be performed only with the M observed signals x 1 , . . . , xM .
The number of target sources Q and the total number of
sources N are unknown. The number Q is assumed to be
no more than the number of sensors M , and N may be
larger than M .

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method for enhancing target sources of interest and suppressing background interference sources. The target sources are assumed to be close to sensors, to have dominant
powers at the sensors, and to have non-Gaussianity. The method
is based on a two-stage process where independent component
analysis (ICA) is first employed in each frequency bin and then
time-frequency masking is used to improve the performance further. We propose a new sophisticated method for deciding the
number of target sources and then selecting their frequency components. Experimental results for cocktail party situations are
presented to show the effectiveness of the method. We also describe a real-time implementation of the method.

The first issue is how to extract target sources s 1 , . . . , sQ
blindly. Even if the total number of sources N could be
larger than M , independent component analysis (ICA) [1,
2] with an N = M assumption produces M components
that maximize an ICA criterion. We assume that the target
sources are non-Gaussian, close to sensors, and dominant
in the mixtures. Therefore, we expect that some of the
M components correspond to target sources s 1 , . . . , sQ
whose ICA criteria are high.

1. INTRODUCTION

We employ ICA in the frequency domain [4–7]. This is
because it is efficient [7] and can also be used with timefrequency masking, which is discussed below. An additional operation that should be performed is the selection
of each target component in every frequency bin. This is
known as the permutation problem of frequency-domain
BSS [8]. We solve this problem by clustering the basis
vectors (6) produced by ICA after some normalization.
Moreover, the number Q of dominant target sources can
be decided by examining the variances of the clusters.

The technique for estimating individual source components from their mixtures at sensors is known as blind
source separation (BSS) [1, 2]. With audio applications
such as speech enhancement, the sources do not necessarily have equal significance. We often want to extract
only a few sources that are close to sensors, have dominant powers, and/or have interesting features.
Based on this idea, we have proposed a method for blindly
extracting one dominant target source and suppressing the
interference sources [3]. This paper generalizes the method
[3] so that the number of target sources can be more than
one. Let us formulate the task. Suppose that a few close
target sources s1 , . . . , sQ and other background sources
sQ+1 , . . . , sN are convolutively mixed and observed at M
≥ 2 sensors
xj (t) =

N 

k=1

hjk (l) sk (t − l), j = 1, . . . , M,

The next issue is that some interference still remains in
the extracted frequency components when N > M . Timefrequency masking is known to be efficient for sources
with sparseness in the time-frequency domain, such as
speech. The performance depends on how well we can
specify the time-frequency slots where the target source
is active. Although many methods [9–12] for specifying
masks have been proposed, they are basically applied to
two sensors. We propose a new criterion for specifying
masks that can be applied to any number (≥ 2) of sensors.

(1)

l

where hjk (l) represents the impulse response from source
k to sensor j. The goal is to have output signals y i (t), i =
1, . . . , Q that are the components of s i measured at a selected sensor J:

xJi (t) =
hJi (l) si (t − l), i = 1, . . . , Q. (2)

This paper also presents a real-time implementation of the
proposed method. More accurately, it is a blockwise batch
implementation [13], where ICA is applied to a block of
a few seconds but the system input-output delay is kept at
less than a second.

l
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Figure 1: Flow of proposed method
components is equal to M :

2. FLOW OF PROPOSED METHOD

y(f, τ ) = W(f ) x(f, τ ),

Figure 1 shows the flow of the proposed method. This section explains each part except “Basis vector clustering”,
which is explained in more detail in Sec. 3.

where W is an M × M separation matrix and y(f, τ ) =
[y1 (f, τ ), . . . , yM (f, τ )]T is the vector of independent components. Then, we calculate the inverse of W to obtain
basis vectors

2.1. Frequency domain operations

[a1 , · · · , aM ] = W−1 , ai = [a1i , . . . , aMi ]T .

First, time-domain observed signals x j (t) sampled at frequency f s are converted into frequency-domain time-series
signals xj (f, τ ) with an L-point STFT:


xj (τ + r) win(r) e−j2πf r ,

By multiplying both sides of (5) by W , the observation
vector x(f, τ ) is represented by a linear combination of
basis vectors a1 , . . . , aM :

(3)

x(f, τ ) =

r=−L/2

M


ai (f )yi (f, τ ).

(7)

i=1

where f ∈ {0, L1 fs , . . . , L−1
L fs } is a frequency, win(r)
is a window that tapers smoothly to zero at each end, and
τ is a new index representing time.
The following operations are performed in the frequency
domain. There are two advantages to this. First, the convolutive mixtures (1) can be approximated as instantaneous mixtures at each frequency:
xj (f, τ ) ≈

(6)

−1

L/2−1

xj (f, τ ) =

(5)

N


hjk (f )sk (f, τ ),

Some of these independent components correspond to the
components of dominant sources. However, the correspondence is not clear at this stage because of the permutation ambiguity of ICA. Thus, basis vector clustering
(Sec. 3) is performed to solve this permutation ambiguity.
2.3. Time-frequency masking
In a general case where the total number of sources N is
larger than the number of sensors M , independent components y1 (f, τ ), . . . , yQ (f, τ ) produced by ICA have some
residuals caused by the limitation of spatial filtering [3].
Time-frequency masking is used to reduce such residuals,
and is performed by

(4)

k=1

where hjk (f ) is the frequency response from source k to
sensor j, and sk (f, τ ) is a frequency-domain time-series
signal of sk (t) obtained by the same operation as (3). The
second advantage is that the sparseness of a source signal
becomes prominent in the time-frequency domain if the
source is colored and non-stationary such as speech.
After several operations, which are explained in the following subsections and in Sec. 3, time-domain output signals yi (t) are obtained by an inverse STFT (ISTFT) :

1
ỹi (f, τ ) ej 2πf r
yi (τ + r) =
L·win(r)
L−1
1
f ∈{0,

L fs , ...,

L

ỹi (f, τ ) = Mi (f, τ ) yi (f, τ ), i = 1, . . . , Q

(8)

where 0 ≤ Mi (f, τ ) ≤ 1 is a mask specified for each
time-frequency slot (f, τ ). The masks should have large
values for time-frequency slots where the target source
is active. We specify masks based on the angle θ i (f, τ )
between ai (f ) and x(f, τ ) calculated in the space transformed by a whitening matrix V(f ) = R −1/2 , R =
x(τ ) x(τ )H τ . The angle is calculated by

fs }

for i = 1, . . . , Q.

θi (f, τ ) = arccos
2.2. Independent component analysis (ICA)

|bH
i (f ) z(f, τ )|
,
||bi (f )|| · ||z(f, τ )||

(9)

where z(f, τ ) = V(f )x(f, τ ) is a whitened sample and
bi (f ) = V(f )ai (f ) is the basis vector in the whitened
space. The angle would be close to 0 degrees if the target source is active in the time-frequency slot. Then, we

To extract the components of dominant sources, we apply ICA to observation vectors x(f, τ ) = [x 1 (f, τ ), . . . ,
xM (f, τ )]T by assuming that the number of independent
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calculate a mask by using a logistic function
1
,
(10)
Mi (θi (f, τ )) =
g(θ
1 + e i −θT )
where θT and g are parameters specifying the transition
point and its steepness, respectively. Typical values are
(θT , g) = (0.333π, 20). As θT becomes smaller, the residual power that appears in ỹ i decreases but the musical
noise in yi increases.
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3. BASIS VECTOR CLUSTERING
Figure 2: System structure for a real-time implementation

Basis vector clustering has two purposes: to solve the permutation ambiguity in (7) and to select the target sources.
The previous method [3] selects the cluster with the minimum variance as the only target source. This paper generalizes this idea so that the system decides the number Q
of dominant target sources, and then selects those target
sources.
We normalize all basis vectors a i (f ), i = 1, . . . , M , for
all frequency bins f = 0, L1 fs , . . . , L−1
L fs such that they
form clusters, each of which corresponds to an individual
source. This normalization is performed by selecting a
reference sensor J and calculating


arg[aji (f )/aJi (f )]
(11)
āji (f ) ← |aji (f )| exp j
4f c−1 dmax

for the other sources [3].
To identify target source clusters, we sort C 1 , . . . , CM so
that their variances are arranged in ascending order:
J1
JQ
JM
≤ ··· ≤
≤ th var ≤ · · · ≤
,
|C1 |
|CQ |
|CM |

where th var is a predefined threshold for specifying the
set of target sources. Then, to align the permutation ambiguities, we renumber the indexes of the basis vectors by
ak (f ) ← aΠf (k) (f ),

Πf = argminΠ

Q


||āΠ(k) (f ) − ck ||2 .

(17)

k=1

(12)

We also renumber independent components y 1 (f, τ ), . . . ,
yM (f, τ ) accordingly.

to āi (f ) = [ā1i (f ), . . . , āMi (f )]T .
After normalizing all the basis vectors, we employ a clustering algorithm to find clusters C 1 , . . . , CM formed by
normalized vectors āi (f ). The centroid c k of a cluster Ck
is calculated by

ā/|Ck |, ck ← ck /||ck ||,
(13)
ck ←

4. REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes a real-time implementation of the
method. Our current implementation is mainly with Matlab and partially with C, and performed on an ordinary
desktop or notebook computer that has a single CPU. Thus,
we employ a blockwise batch algorithm [13]. Figure 2
shows the system structure. The upper path, which consists of STFT, Filtering & Masking and ISTFT, is operated framewise, where the input-output delay is kept as
small as a few STFT frames. The lower path, which includes Whitening, ICA, and Basis vector clustering, is
operated blockwise to ensure learning convergence and
also to interleave operations for many frequency bins. A
typical configuration is as follows: STFT frame size =
128 ms, frame shift = 32 ms, learning block size = 98 frames
(3.232 s), block interval = 49 frames (1.568 s). This configuration means that Whitening and ICA for each frequency bin and basis vector clustering are performed every 1.568 s.

ā∈Ck

where |Ck | is the number of vectors in C k . The clustering
criterion is to minimize the total sum J of the squared
distances between cluster members and their centroid
M


J =
Jk , Jk =
||ā − ck ||2 .
(14)
k=1

(16)

where Πf : {1, . . . , Q} → {1, . . . , M } is a one-to-one
mapping decided for each frequency f by

where c is the propagation velocity and d max is the maximum distance between the sensor J and a sensor ∀ j ∈
{1, . . . , M }. We then apply unit-norm normalization
āi (f ) ← āi (f ) / ||āi (f )||

(15)

ā∈Ck

This minimization can be performed efficiently with the
k-means clustering algorithm [14].
Once we have found M clusters C 1 , . . . , CM , we need
to identify the clusters that correspond to dominant target sources s1 , . . . , sQ . We decide that a cluster Ck with a
small variance Jk /|Ck | belongs to the set of target sources.
The rationale behind this criterion is that the direct-path
(nearfield) mixing model is more valid for s 1 , . . . , sQ than
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Table 1: Average SIR improvement (dB)
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Figure 3: Experimental conditions

5. EXPERIMENT
To evaluate the separation performance for multi-target
cases, we performed experiments in a batch mode. We
measured impulse responses h jk (l) under the conditions
shown in Fig. 3. The speaker positions simulated a cocktail party situation. Mixtures at the microphones were
made by convolving the impulse responses and 6-second
English and Japanese speech sampled at 8 kHz. We used
four 3-dimensionally arranged microphones (M = 4). The
system knew only the maximum distance (4 cm) between
the reference microphone (Mic. 1) and the others. Experiments were conducted with 10 combinations of 9 speech
(3 targets + 6 background interference sources). We used
th var = 0.015 to specify the set of target sources by (15).
Table 1 shows the average signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)
improvements obtained solely with ICA, and with a combination of ICA and T-F masking. Even in such hard situations, the system succeeded in enhancing and separating
the target sources.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper described some extensions of our previously
reported method [3] that blindly extracts a close target
source from many background interference sources. The
first extension makes it possible for the system to handle
plural target sources by examining the cluster variances of
normalized basis vectors. The second extension involves
the realization of a real-time implementation.
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